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By a calculation made from the best dic
tionaries for each of the following languages,
there are about 20,000 words in the Span
ish, 22,000 words in the English, 25,000
in the Latin, 30,000 in the French, 45,000
in the Italian, 50,000 in the Greek, and
80,000 in the German. Of the 22,000 in
the English language, there are about
15.000 that a man understands, who is be
fore master of the Latin, French, and Ital
ian ; and 3,000 more if he be master of the
German. The other 4,000 are probably
the old British.

Scripture names. — We noticed the other
day some of the quaint titles which were
given to books in Cromwell’s time, and
might have observed that the names were
equally singular. There are but few who
have not heard of the celebrated Praise-God
Barebones, who has given his name to a
packed parliament, assembled by Cromwell
in 1653. But Praise-God Barebones bad
two brothers with Christian names to the
full as euphonious and expressive as his
own. One was styled “ Christ-came-intothe-world-to-save Barebones.” The other
answered to the cognomen of <£ If-Christhad-not-died-thou-hadst-been-damned Bare
bones.” The muster rolls of a feiv regi
ments of Cromwell’s soldiers, which are yet
preserved, afford many similar examples of
the mad piety of the times. A ’tnost all the
names were composed of texts from scrip
ture, like the following :—il Rejoice-not-ininiquity Johnson,” i( Awake-to-righteousness-and-sin-not Brown,” £‘ Get-thee-behind-me-Salan Martin.”

No. 42.
LATE OMISSIONS.

Wm. Platt, Esq., the famous Jersey Jus
tice, who was concerned with the Barnegat
Pirates, and who, after entering into recog
nizance of $9000, decamped, was arrested in
Indiana on the 26th ult. and has been return
ed to the jail in Newark, N, J. where he is
now in safe custody.
(Ur^The Wandering Piper was playing to
crowded and respectable audiences, recently,
at Louisville, Ky.

Extract from the Report of James Hall, En^
gineer, on the Portland, Saco and Portsmoiith Rail Road Route.
The following is the estimated cost for the
grading, masonry, and bridging, for a double
track, and the laying down of one track with
turnouts ; the gradations and superstructure
to be similar to those of the Boston and Prov
idence road :
Section 1st.—Extending to York River ; dis
tance 54 miles ; 25,236 cubic yards excavation at 25 cts.
- $6,309
- 0Q'
113,120 cubic yards embankment
at 18 cts.,
20,361 60
30,892 cubic yards rock excava
tion at $1,
30,892 00
1,225 00
Bridges and crossings for roads,
1,800 00
Bridge at Spruce Creek,
l,0( <» 00
Bridge at Savage’s Mjll Creek,
Masonry for Culvert^
240 00
Grubbing and clearing,
400 00
Trench walls or rubble stone,
4,330 00
+
One track of rails, laying ¿own
and finishing the road at $7000
per mile,
38,500 00

(Cf^A Dr. Charles, of Mobile, was waylaid
Oil. — The oil of Indian Corn is used in
in the streets of that city a few evenings
Cincinnati as a substitute for sperm or
since, and so shockingly bruised in the head
Without possessing any superstitious rev whale oil. It is said to produce an equal
erence fora church, or for the Sabbath, eve quantity oflight, to be quite as transparent
that he died on the following morning. He
ry person of reflection must feel the propri-/ and free from disagreeable odor, in addition
was rifled of the money about him, about
ety of adapting her deportment to the place to which it is not subject to freezing, having
$3G00, his watch, cap and tvig !
and the occasion, and therefore we rarely resisted the greatest degree of cold during
O^’Two rope walks and a spinning house
see any great violation of decorum in places the present season—say 6 deg. below zero.
of public worship. Once in a while the The yield of oil is said to be half a gallon
were consumed by fire in Salem, on the af
sound of merry voices and of laughter to the bushel, without destroying the quali
ternoon of the 17th ult. Nearly all the ma
$105,057 60
comes too near the church door, and grates ties of the grain for distil huion.
chinery and ntock in one of the rope walks
upon the feelings of those whose minds are
A Spunky Yankee Girl.—A Mrs. Mary were destroyed. Loss estimated at from 25 to Section 2d.—From York River to the summit
on the easterly side of Pine Hill—Distance
attuned to a more serious strain. Occa
Anew Freak.—The Oswego Advertiser Hillman, of Martha’s Vineyard, has peti $30,000—"Insurance from 12 to $15,000. It
7^ miles.
sionally, too, a youug lady may be seen bu states that in a cavern in the side of a small tioned Congress for some gratuity in her
110,960 cubic yards of excavation
is
not
known
how
the
fire
originated.
sily adjusting her curls, or her ruffles, or mountain in the Niagara district, Upper old age, for the following service : She
at 22 cts.,
24,411 20
some part of her dress, which had better be Canada, water is continually oozing from states that when about 15 years of age, in
fij^An action for slander, charging the 184,224 cubic yards of embank
let alone, than touched so unseasonably. the rocks. This water freezes in the sum 1776, residing at Martha’s Vineyard, a Brit plaintiff with the crime of theft, was tried at
ment at 20 cts.,
36,844 80
9,072 cubic yards of rock excava
So much of the good to be derived from mer and dissolves in the winter; as water ish cruiser came in, and wanting a spar,
the Court of Common Pleas, for Middlesex
tion at $1, 9,072 00
public worship depends upon the state of grows cold in autumn and winter, the ice managed to buy the only one to be had,
1,800 00
mind in which we enter upon the services, melts away, but as spring opens it begins to which was then erected as a liberty pole ; county, Mass, last week—Ashworth, a me Bridges and crossings for roads,
5,000 00
that the few minutes which precede them freeze and form large icicles, so that by that herself and two other girls, on the night chanic and foreigner, vs. John R. Adams, At Bridge over York river,
1,172 00
“
“
Chase
’
s
brook,
torney
at
Law,
both
of
Lowell.
The
Jury
ought to be better applied than in arranging harvest they may be conveniently used to previous to its intended removal, bored
Culverts,
400 00
holes in the pole, filled them with gunpow returned a verdict of $4446 67 damages.
your dress, or watching for the entrance of make ice water.
1,190 00
Grubbing and clearing,
der, and applying fire split the pole to pie
your friends, or espying out new bonnets or
4,200 00
walls or rubble stone,
[fy^The widow of Com. Decatur now Trench
strange faces.
Those moments spent in
New Printing Machine.—The Charleston ces, so that it was rendered useless to the
One track of rails, laying down
and finishing road, at $7,000
self-recollection, in calling home your wan Patriot thus notices a newly invented printing enemy. Poor, and now 76, she asks for earns a scanty subsistence in Washington, as
per mile,
50,750 00
dering thoughts, and centering them upon machine—the.ne plus ultra, as it would seem, some small compensation for an act which a copyist, in which capacity she is employed
God, would prepare you for the devotional in that department of mechanical science :— she considers equal to taking a stand of col by some of the Departments.
A Printing press lately invented by Row ors from an invading enemy. The petition
$134,840 00
exercise in which you are about to join, in land
Hill, an English Machinest, throw’s off
fit’ll has been decided in the District Section 3d.—From Pine Hill to village in
appearance, if not in reality ; or for that 8000 sheets per hour, without the use of was referred.
Wells—distance 7^ miles.
Court at Philadelphia, “that if captains and
silent prayer of the soul, which ascends a- steam. The number thrown off by the most
80,560 cubic yards excavation at
lone to the Father of spirits.
The reading powerful presses now in use is 4000 per
18 cts.,
$14,500 80
Hymenial Riddle.—A marriage took owners of vessels, on landing goods on a
of a hymn, or chapter in the Bible, is some hour. A scroll of paper of the width of a place at Bridgewater, Vt. last week, at wharf, do not give notice of it to the con 172,552 cubic yards embankment
at 20 cts.,
34,510 40
times a help to devotional feeling ; a far bet newspaper, and from three miles and a half which were counted 3 fathers, 3 grandfath signee until too late an hour in the day to
ter occupation than watching the entrance to four miles long, can, ononeofMr. Hill’s ers, 3 mothers, 2 grandmothers, 4 children, enable him to store them, they are responsi 14,000 cubic yards rock excava
tion at $1,
be printed on both sides in one hour.
14,000 00
of a congregation.
It is so desirable to presses,
2,000 00
The principle of this invention, and which 2 grandchildren, 3 husbands, 1 daughter, 3 ble for the damage that may be sustained Bridges and crossings for roads,
maintain a devotional frame of mind distinguishes it from those presses now in use, wives, 2 uncles, 2 brothers, in manhood, 2 by the exposure.”
1,250 03
Bridge over Josiah’s river,
through the services, that we should avoid is that the motion is rotary instead of being aunts, 2 brothers, in childhood, 2 sisters, 2
800 00
“ “ Salt Marsh,
every thing which may disturb it in our reciprocating, which communicates to the nephews, and 2 wives—-in all 37, and yet
Fires.—The dwelling-house of Mr. John
1,000 00
“
“ Treadwell’s brook,
1,540 00
selves or others ; and so far from whisper machine its rapidity of motion.
only eight persons were present. The T. Clarke, in Perry, Me. was destroyed by Masonry for culverts,
150 00
ing about irrelevant things, it is better to
bridegroom wedded his brother’s wife’s fire on the night of the 14th ult.—-Two chil Grubbing and clearing,
Population of Texas.—The population of mother—the bride being in her 67lh, and dren—one aged 5 and the other 7 years— Rails, and finishing road at
suffer some personal inconvenience, and to
50,750 00
$7000 per mile,
omit some little civilties, than to risk inter Texas, as given by H. M. Morfit, in his cor the bridegroom in his 42d year.
perished in the flames. The parents were
respondence
with
the
Secretary
of
State,
is
_______________
1
rupting a train of pious thought. There is
$120,501 20
A Grammatical Pun.—A country absent at the time, on a visit to a distant
often an unnecessary parade about finding 50,000, of which 30,000 are Anglo-Ameri
Section 4th.—From the village in Wells to
cans from the United States ; 3,500 native
the hymns and passing about the 'books 5 it Mexicans, of Spanish descent ; 1’2,000 In school-master being lately interrogated by neighbor.—In Westmoreland, on the 22d ult.
Kennebunk river—distance 7 miles.
is a vent for the restless activity of children ; dians, and 5000 Negroes.—The additional one of his pupils with respect to the etymol a house was consumed and a Mrs. Dewy, 63,840 cubic yards of excavation
$10,214 40
at 16 cts.,
but, where the mind is fixed on God, it is a territory claimed since the declaration of in ogy, of the word syntax, replied after some the only inmate, perished in the flames.—In
painful jar to the feelings, and when any dependence will increase the population to consideration, that it received its meaning Bedford County, Tenn. 3d ult. the house of 204,940 cubic yards of embank
32,790 40
ment, at 16 cts.,
one appears to be absorbed in thought, it 65,000. Exclusive of the army of 2,200, from the circumstance of the ancients hav Mr. Wm. Carter was burnt, and himself, wife
2,000 00
Bridges and crossings for roads,
ing
laid
a
tax
on
sin.
there
are
5000
able-bodied
farmers,
which,
had better be omitted.
and three children perished in the flames.
1,740 00
Bridge over Mousam river,
in an emergency, would furnish 3000 of
If the place and the occasion fail, as they their number.
1,150 00
“
“ Kennebunk river,
A Broad Hint.—A person went out
From
Central
America.
—
Capt.
Prior,
of
brig
_
1,140 00
sometimes will, to call up a devotional
with an intention of dining with a gentle Spy, from Santa Martha, states that the diffi Culverts,
1,000 00
frame of mind, we must be doubly on our
Green Tea.—The London Quarterly Re man, but returned soon after. His wife culties growing out of the imprisonment of Grubbing and clearing,
2,600 00
guard not to let our wandering thoughts be view, states that the very prevalent prefer- asked him how he had come back ; he Mr. Russell, the British Consul at Carthage- Trench walls or rubble stone,
the means of disturbing those around us. erence for green tea (so called) in the United said he had a hint given him that his com na. had not been adjusted ; that the satisfac Rails, and finishing road at $7000
49,000 00
per mile,
All unnecessary motions and noises should States has given rise to an extensive fraud pany could be dispensed with—the fact is tion demanded by the British Government,
upon
the
community
of
this
country
by
the
(the immediate liberation of the Consul, the
be scrupulously avoided ; and, by smother
$101,634 80
Canton merchants, in the supply of our mar he was kicked down stairs.
payment of an indemnity of £1000, and the Section 5th.—From Kennebunk river to Saco
ing the sound of a cough in a pocket hand kets
by the worst kinds of coarse Bohea con
removal
from
office
of
the
judges
who
bad
kerchief, we may render it far less annoying verted into “ green” by a composition of tu
river—7| miles.
A Powerful Preacher.—While an east convicted him, had been peremptorily refused
than it would otherwise be.
meric, indigo and white lead. The writer ern priest was preaching in a mosque, one by the Government of New Grenada, and con 14,412 cubic yards excavation, at
15 cts.,
$2,161 80
If a strong impression has been made says he saw 50,000 chests of this spurious ar of the hearers seemed greatly affected. sequently they were making great prepara
148,752 cubic yards embank
ticle
ready
for
shipment,
which
he
was
told
upon your mind, and your heart has been
Proud of this circumstance the preacher ask tions on the seaboard for defence. Owing to
20,835 28
ment, at 14 cts.,
filled with the highest emotions of which it was for the American market ; and that two ed the man how his discourse had affected this state of things business was paralysed. 5,920 cubic yards rock excavation
thirds
of
the
tea
annually
used
in
America
It
was
the
general
opinion
among
the
natives
is capable,you will not be disposed, on was of the same quality.
5,920 00
at $1,
him so much. O sir, said he, it is not that;
that the views of the British Government in
2,100 00
quitting the church, to greet every body you
but your long beard put me in mind of a fa urging peremptorily such terms of satisfac Bridges and crossings for roads,
800 00
Culverts,
know, and enter into the commonplace chit
Morality of New Orleans.—A petition vorite goat 1 lost that I could not help cry tion, were merely to create a pretext to con Rubble stone,
3,900 00
chat of the day ; you will rather avoid the was recently presented by certain members ing.
quer and keep Panama, which they are sup Grubbing and clearing,
800 00
salutations of indifferent people, and, quiet of the congregation of the Presbyterian
posed to covet.—Boston Patriot.
Rails, and finishing the road at
ly wending your way home, you will en Church, on Lafayette square, to the coun
Apology for Absence»—A conceited
50,750 00
$7000 per mile,
deavor to preserve your mind in that state of cil of the Second Municipality, praying ve young man asking Foote what apology he
Blockade of Carthagena.—By a slip from
solemnized feeling.— Young Ladies Friend. ry humbly that they might be allowed to should make for not being one of a party the office of the Mobile Com. Register, dated
$87,257 08
the 7th ult., received by the Express Mail, we Section 6th.—From Saco river acrots the
ring or toll the bell of the church at any time the day before, to which he had been invit have received the following :—
Marsh in Scarboro1—distance 7 miles.
Baseness.—If we were asked in what act not later than 8 o’clock, P. M. to give no ed. Oh, my dear sir, replied the wit, say
The commanding officer of the British ship 78,480 cubic yards of excavation,
a man seemed basest, our first answer, from tice of public worship, which petition was nothing about it, you were never missed.
of war Madagascar, has given notice to the
10.987 20
at 14 cts.,
authorities of Kingston, and the notice is pub 146,128 cubic yards of embank
interest, would be ‘ in defrauding a printer.’ referred to the proper committee. Before
Jonathan presented himself and his in lished in Pensacola by direction of the U. S.
23,380 48
If we were put upon principle, and requir the council finally acted upon it, a counter
ment, at 16 cts.,
700 00
ed to be sincere, we should say ‘ in defa petition was prepared and presented to the tended to the minister, for the purpose of Officer commanding that station, that he is Grubbing and clearing,
about to proceed to Carthagena to institute
540 00
ming a woman? Nothing can be more same council, urging very ^.strenuously their being niarried. Being asked if they had “ a strict and vigorous Blockade,” and that Culverts,
1,800 00
-thoroughly and completely despicable— reasons why the previous petition should been published—Oh ! I guess so—for 1 told “ it will include all the ports on the coast of Bridging and crossings for roads,
21.500 00
The objection is made it to Uncle Ben, and he told his wife of it New Grenada, the particular boundaries to Bridge over Saco river,
nothing so unmanly and cowardly. A wo not be granted.
Crossing marsh in Scarborough, 22.500 00
man’s wealth is her good name—it is indeed “ on the general principle of correct and more than a week ago.—New Haven Her. be specified hereafter.”
1,300 00
Rubble stone,
and to illustrate and en
This intelligence is of importance to com Rails, and finishing road at $7000
to her above all price. Man, degraded and moral police
A
Simile.
—
A
gentleman
harangueing
on
mercial men.
49,000 00
despised, may recover his ground, re-estab force their argument, the petitioners declare
per mile,
the perfection of the English law, and of its
lish himself, and purchase oblivion of the as follows:—Boston Courier.
being equally open to the poor and to the
$131.707 68
Powell, it is said, is the most gen
past by present good conduct.
With wo
Your petitioners have nothing to say why rich, was answered by another, So is the tlemanly Indian in the territory. He never Section 7th.—From Scarborough Marsh to
man the case is different, part of the price persons' may not meet at any hour of the
plunders, and would not even take a white
Portland—6| miles distance.
of the deference we pay her is her entire night, for any purpose, but they are of opin London Tavern.
man’s horse. He is considered one of the 48,272 cübic yards of excavation,
and eternal forfeiture of a fair name upon a ion such meetings ought not to be encour
best warriors in the nation, but has not any
at 16 cts.
$7,723 52
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
first transgression. Abstractly considering aged. Other denominations of Christians
men, being a plebian himself. He has but 132,224 cubic yards of embank
Van Buren,
Whig.
this, one would reason that not until the ful find time to serve their God during the Maine,
nine or ten men with him, including a negro
ment, at 16 cts.,
21,155 84
22,900
15,239
Lewis, who can read and write.
Grubbing and clearing,
640 00
lest and most damning proof was produced, day, some at day light in the morning ; oth New Hampshire,
18,722
6,228
Bridge over Fore river,
19,800 00
woqld a woman’s virtue be called in ques^- ers set apart a portion of a week day. But Vermont,
14,039
20,990
“
“ Nonesuch river,
700 00
The Charleston Mercury is ‘ authorized’ to
tion. So little does abstract reasoning keep if the denomination who have petitioned, se Massachusetts,
33,273
41,099
1,200 00
contradict the statement that Santa Anna Bridge and crossings for roads,
2,964
2,710
parallel with fact, that it is upon the slight lect the night, your petitioners cannot gain Rhode Island,
250 00
purchased his liberty of the Texian Govern Culverts,
19,285
18,762
Connecticut,
est grounds that women are suspected, and say it.
Rubble stone,
1,800 00
ment,
by
paying
4
or
$500,000.
166,815
138,543
New
York,
suspicion and condemnation are simultane
Rails, and finishing road at $7000
Your petitioners are of opinion, that
25,847
26,392
ous. Pause, slanderer, ere you breathe one night meetings are injurious to the morals of New Jersey,
per mile,
47,250 00Profits of Mutual Insurance.—The follow
91,474
87,] 11
Pennsylvania,
word against a woman ! One slanderous a people. It is well known, that, at the
ing is the yearly report of the Hampshire
4,152
4,734
Delaware,
$100,519 3ff
insinuation may cost her a life-time of bit North, they are made places of assignation Ohio,
Co. Mass. Mutual Insurance Company :—
96,916
105,417
terness—one significant look may inflict for those who choose to put their dissolute Maryland,
22,163
25,852
The amount of property now insured is
Total amount,
$781,517 72
upon her contumely as undeserved as it is ness under a cloak, and petitioners appre Kentucky,
33,025
$636,505.—The Deposite Notes amount to
36,687
$13,709,95.
The
cash
at
interest,
is
$6,809.
Virginia,
30,261
23,368
unmerited, and as bitter as you are base.
hend that such would ultimately be the con
Cost per mile,
$16,281 61
And the means of the Company now exceed
03,626
North Carolina,
26,910
Pearl.
sequence here, if they become common. South Carolina,
$40,000.
(rnaj. estim.) 25,000
Our city has heretofore been remarkable for Georgia,
New York Restraining Law.—The bill foi
The unexampled prosperity of this com
22,104
24,786
The twenty-four letters of the alphabet its great order and quiet at night, over any Tennessee,
35,962
pany, still continues. It commenced opera repealing the prohibition of private bankers
26,129
41,281
tions on the first of July A. D. 1832, and up from, taking deposites, and discounting notes
32,478
maybe transposed 620,448,401,7'33,239,- other city in the Union, and petitioners are Indiana,
to the present time not a dollar has been and bills, but prohibiting these negociations
18,917
14,983
439,360,000 times. All the inhabitants of of opinion that no encouragement should Illinois,
7,337
lost, either in property insured, or funds by companies incorporated by other States,
10,995
the globe, on a rough calculation, could not be given to change of habits in this respect. Missouri,
loaned. And the interest of the cash fund has passed both branches of the legislature of
15,788
Alabama,
19,228
in a thousand million of years, write out all
9,688
far
exceeds the expenses of the company, so New York.
Mississippi,
9,970
Parliamentary Bull.—On account of the
the transpositions of the twenty-four letters,
3,382
that all who unite with it, have a fair pros
Louisiana,
3,633
even supposing that each wrote forty pages great number of suicides, a member moved Arkansas,
(^Jr’The Washington1 Metropolitan con
1,238
pect, not only of being insured, but at the end
2,400
daily, each of which pages contained forty for leave to bring in a bill to make it a cap
of seven years to receive all the cash they tradicts the rumor that Gov. Cass is to be re
ital offence.
different transpositions of the letters.
paid in, and a fair amount of interest also.
called from France.
754,501
757,203
BEHAVIOUR AT CHURCH.

p,‘ ’. lh°masS.Bo*?
I,rections signed in
proprietor.
611
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
to the license laws had been referred, made a
TUESDAY, FEB. 21.
report accompanied by a bill, and one thous
TUESDAY, FEB. 21.
MAINTE EEMSEATIJRE
Mr. Adams presented a letter from the
Peltlions presented and referred—Of Frank and copies were ordered to be printed.
Governor of Massachusetts, relative to a
The House then went into Committee of
SENATE.
lin Weeks et als. for a law prohibiting ped
twenty-fourtÌi congress...SECOND SESSION. claim before the government, which was re
WEDNESDAY, FEB, 22.'
lars from selling certain goods at public auc the Whole, upon the bill providing for the
ferred to the committee on Ways and Means.
disposition and repayment of the Surplus
SENATE.
Mr. Adams moved a suspension of the rule,
Mr. Magoun moved a reconsideration of tion.
Mr. Brooks of York, from the Committee : money apportioned to this State on deposit,
MONDAY, FEB. 20.
for the purpose of receiving petitions. He the vote of yesterday passing an order rela
Additional petitions for an international said he had a hundred and forty-one petitions tive to petitioners for Granite Companies— to whom the subject had been referred, re-I bY the Government of the United States, the
ported a resolve providing for a revision of question before the Committee being on the
copy-right law were presented by Mr. Clay, in his possession. The motion was not a- which motion prevailed.
Mr. Magoun then moved to amend the the Pu blic Laws of this Stale, which was ■ motion of Mr. Redington of Augusta,, to awho gave notice that he should ask an early greed to.
I mend the bill by adding a section authorizing
twice read and passed to be engrossed.
The business first in order, was the follow same by substituting the following :—
consideration of the bill reported by him.
the several cities, towns and plantations to
SURPLUS REVENUE.
Ordered That the petitioners for the sev
The resolution for the purchase of the ing resolutions, reported by the Committee
eral acts of incorporation, which have been^ Mr. Baker of Windham moved to take up invest in stocks or loan their portions of the
Madison manuscripts, gave occasion for a de on Foreign Affairs.
Resolved, That the independence of the made to this Legislature for the purpose ot the bill I providing for the disposition and re j money.
bate of some length, Messrs. Calhoun, Pres
Government
of Texas ought to be recogniz quarrying and dealing in granite and other payment of the money of the United States, I Mr. Hamlin of Hampden resumed and
ton and Niles opposing, and Messrs. Webster,
( concluded his remarks. Mr. Levensaler of
I stone, whether their petitions have been con apportioned to the State of Maine, on depos
Clay, Crittenden and Rives, advocating the ed.
Resolved, That the Committee on Ways' sidered and reported on or otherwise, be di it, and the same was read a third time by its ¡Thomaston replied. Mr. Wells of Hallow
resolution, and it was agreed to, 37 to 14.
ell advocated the amendment, but stated he
and Means be directed io provide in lhe Bill rected to furnish the Joint Standing Com title.
The amount appropriated $30,000.
prefer so to vary it as to provide that
making appropriations for the civil and di mittee on Manufactures with a description of On motion of Mr. Sheldon the bill was should
three fourths of the votes shall be required to
plomatic expenses of the government, a sala such quarry, stating its distance from naviga considered section by section.
TUESDAY, FEB. 21.
Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, were invest the money. Mr. Holmes of Alfred,
Mr. Davis offered a number of Abolition ry and outfit for such an agent as the Presi ble waters—its original cost—how much has severally agreed to, together with the amend spoke in favor of the amendment and in re
been expended in working it, if anything—
memorials, which were not received, the mo dent may determine to send to Texas.
ply to Mr. Hamlin. After a brief explana
Mr. Ingersol moved to lay the resolutions whether it. has been examined by any expe ment s proposed by the Senate.
tion for their reception being laid on the ta
Se ction 11 originally provided that in tak tion by the latter gentleman, the Committee
on
the
liable.
The
motion
was
carried
—
yeas
rienced
Geologist,
and
if
so,
by
whom
and
ble. Several unimportant bills were read
rose, reported progress and had leave to sit
what is his opinion of it—the cost of the ne ing a census, “foreigners not naturalized and
the third time. Oa motion of Mr. Wright, 98, nays 86.
Indians not taxed" should be omitted. The again.
Mr."
Peyton
moved
a
suspension
of
the
cessary
apparatus
for
working
the
quarry,
the bill for an amendment of the tariff was
The House then adjourned.
Senate had amended so that “ such foreigners
taken up. * Several articles, on motion of Mr. rule, to enable him to offer a motion for the and whether the petitioners intend to work and .Indians as are not taxed" should be the
Webster, were struck out from the list of ar issue of a subpoena to R. M. Whitney, re-1 the quarries themselves, or dispose of the description of persons excluded.
SATURDAY, FEB. 25.
quinng him to appear before Mr. Garland’s charter to others. And that all Bills reported
ticles to be made free.
A long debate ensued and the House bePetitions presented and referred.—Of Sam
committee and answer the question, who is by said Committee on said petitions, which
uel Batchelder el als. foif a canal by Saco
the author of a certain anonymous letter. are now in progress in the different stages of fare taking any question adjourned.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22.
Falls—of William Frost el als. for a law to
The motion failed—yeas 86, nays 97.
Legislation, be recommitted to said Com
WEDNESDAY,
FEB.
22.
The Senate took up a bill to authorize the
regulate the harnessing of single sleighs—of
The House then went into committee of mittee, that they may receive the statements
President to cause a public vessel to cruise the whole on the Navy Appropriation bill. and information and report the same for the
The House resumed the unfinished busi John D. Lang étais, to be incorporated for
on the coast during the winter season, which Mr. Jarvis withdrew his amendment relative use of the Legislature.
ness of yesterday, being the bill providing for the purpose of manufacturing Cotton, Linen,
was ordered to be engrossed.
to the exploring expedition.—Several amend
The motion to amend prevailed and the the disposition and repayment of the surplus and Woolen Goods, at Doughty’s Falls in
money apportioned to the State of Maine on i North Berwick.
ments were agreed to, among which was order as thus amended, was passed.
THURSDAY, FEB. 23.
deposit, by the government of the United
Finally passed— Resolve providing for
one offered by Mr. Reed of Massachusetts,
States. And the question before the House the revision of the public laws of Maine.
THURSDAY, FEB. 23.
The Senate resumed the consideration of ; inserting an appropriation of $400,000 for
was upon the motion of Mr, Humphrey of
Mr. Vance of Calais, from the Committee
the Tariff reduction bill, and the motion to building six small vessels of not less than 10
Finally passed— Resolve making appropri Gray, to non-concur the Senate’s amendment
on Banks and Banking, made a report against
strike out “ common salt” from the list of ar- nor more than 16 guns. Several amend ations for the support of the State Prison.
At
tides proposed to be made free, No ques- ments were proposed and rejected.
Mr. Robinson of Lincoln, from the Joint to the ] Ith section. Mr. Foster of Pembroke granting any Bank charters, accompanied by
length the committee rose and reported the Select Committee to whom had been referred opposed the motion. Mr. Knight of Peru op a Resolve embodying the views taken in the
tion was taken.
the amendment, and Mr. Knowlton report. The report was accepted, the Re
bill, and at half past 6 the House adj.
a Resolve for the amendment of the Consti posed
FRIDAY, FEB. 24.
tution relative to the number ofSenators, re of Montville followed on the same side and solve once read and Tuesday assigned for a
reply to Mr. Foster.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22.
second reading.
ported that legislation thereon is inexpedient. in Mr.
The President laid before the Senate a me
Holmes of Alfred moved that the
Bill to incorporate the Limerick Steam
Mr. Howard, from the committee on For Report accepted.
morial from the Board of Directors of the U.
House
concur
in
the
Senate
’
s
amendment
to
Company,
reported on petition of Elias Lib
S. Bank, stating that they had seen the re eign affairs, made a report on the subject of On motion of Mr. Magoun, the Senate re the 11th section, which motion took prece
consider their vole finally passing the Re dence of that made by Mr. Humphrey, but by et als. was twice read and Wednesday as
port of the Secretary of the Treasury, in the Maine boundary.
signed.
A great number of private bills were also solve authorizing a loan in behalf of the
which it was stated that the Bank had been
the House refused to concur, yeas 53, nays
Bill to incorporate the Kennebunk Granite
unwilling to settle and adjust their account reported, all of which were read twice and State, and the same was refused a passage.
Company, reported on petition of John Eme
Mr. Mildram presented the following or 110.
with the United States. They state that they committed.
Mr. Wells of Wells moved to amend lhe ry et als. was twice read and Monday as
The House then took up the “ bill making der '.— Ordered, That the Committee on
are and always have been ready to settle and
original
clause so as to include in the enu signed.
appropriations
for
the
naval
service
for
the
Banks and Banking be instructed to examine
adjust their accounts. They regret that the
Mr. Holmes of Alfred from the committee
into the doings and transactions of the sever meration of any town all foreigners who have
estimate of the Commissioners of the value year 1837.”
A discussion took place on an amendment al Banks chartered under the authority of this had a residence in such town for the term of on the Judiciary reported a Resolve in favor
of the stock of the U. States in the Bank was
years.
of John Hanley which was once read and laid
not communicated to them, and state that when the HouSe found itself without a quo State, to ascertain the amount of their issues four
Foster of Pembroke moved to amend on the table.
they are ready to adjust their accounts on rum, [this being “ Levee” day at the White or loans, specifying to whom they have been lheMr.
amendment by striking out “/our” and
Leave oj Absence—To Mr. Walker of Ken
that estimate, and pay over the balance, re House,] and about an hour was taken up in made, whether Directors, Stockholders or inserting “fAree.” Upon this motion a discus
nebunk
from Thursday next for rest of ses
repeated
motions
to
adjourn,
for
a
call
of
the
oiber individuals, and the amount so loaned sion arose in which Messrs. Foster of Pem
serving for a judicial decision the reserved
dividends held to pay the commissions claim House, to take a recess, &c.
to each individual Stockholder or Director ; broke, and Knowlton of.Montville took part. sion.
DISPOSITION OF THE SURPLUS MO
Mr. Wise remarked that it was pretty well to ascertain also the amount of loans made on1
ed by the Bank on the Bills of Exchange
question was then taken, and the mo
NEY.
drawn by the United States Government on understood where the absent members had notes and drafts, distinguishing between them The
tion
to
amend
the
amendment
was
negatived,
On motion of Mr. Holmes of Alfred, the
the Government of France. The memorial gone. There was a big cheese to be eaten and also the sum charged for these different
55
voting
in
favor
to
74
against.
House then went into Committee of the
was referred to the Committee on Finance, at the White House to-day, and the appetites classes of securities, and to ascertain as near
The amendment proposed by Mr. Wells Whole upon the Bill to provide for the dis
of members had driven them there to partake as may be, the length of time for which such
and ordered to be printed.
Several bills of no great interest were pass in the treat. To obtain a quorum he there notes or drafts are generally discounted ; to was then adopted, 83 voting in favor to 40 position and repayment of the public money
ed to be engrossed. The consideration of fore moved that the Sergeant-at-arms be di ascertain also whether said Banks or any of against—and the 11th section was agreed to apportioned to the State of Maine, on depos
it, by the Government of the United States,
the bill to reduce the tariff was again taken rected to go to the President’s bouse, and in them have any agent or agents, and if so, the as thus amended.
Sections 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, were then a- together with the amendment yesterday pro
up, and the debate was continued on the mo vite the members there to return to their nature of such agency ; to ascertain the rates
greed
to,
together
with
the
amendments
posed by Mr. Redington of Augusta, to add
tion to strike out salt from the articles propos seats. [“ Those that have done eating I” ex of exchange within and without the State,
ah additional section to the Bill, authorizing
ed to be made free. Mr. Davis replied to the claimed a member.] “ Oh yes,” continued and the principle on which they are charged, made by the Senate, without division.
Section 17, being the last, was then taken the several cities, towns, and plantations to
arguments in favor of the repeal, and Mr. Mr. W., “ those that have done eating their and generally to ascertain lhe standing and
Wright and Mr. Benton rejoined. The cheese, of course.” [“ And let them bring a management of said Banks ; and tor these up. After some discussion upon that section, invest their share of the money, or any por
tion thereof, in the stock of any company
question being taken, it was decided in the portion with them,”said a third.] “No, he purposes, said Committee shall have power the bill was ordered to lie upon the table.
Mr. Lowell of East Machias, upon leave chartered by the State—or to loan the same,
negative, yeas 15, nays 28. Mr. Niles moved did not want any of it—-he had no wish to to examine their books, records, papers and
obtained,
laid
upon
the
table
a
bill
to
abolish
upon ample security, in such manner as they
an amendment to reduce the duty on coal to partake of any thing at the White House.”
Banking houses, to send for persons and pa
Motions to adjourn and for a call of the pers, and examine under oath, any officer of j imprisonment for debt, which was once read may deem expedient.
a dollar a ton, and supported his motion at
Mr. Holmes of Alfred, who was entitled to
House, were repeatedly made and disagreed said Banks, or any other person, in all mat-j and referred to the Committee on the Judi
length.
the floor yielded it to Mr. Redington of Au
to, but at length they adjourned at 3 o’clock, ters and things pertaining to the subject mat ciary.
On motion of Mr. Vance of Readfield, the gusta, who, after some remarks, offered as a
SATURDAY, FEB 25.
by a vote of 63 to 56.
ter of the investigation.
on Military Pensions was directed modification of his amendment of yesterday,
Mr. Magoun said he wished for time to ex committee
The bill to alter and amend the several
to ascertain and report the namesand num and in lieu thereof, a section providing that
THURSDAY,
FEB.
23.
amine
the
Order
before
it
was
acted
upon,
acts imposing duties on imports having been
ber of persons upon the State pension list, the
The Navy appropriation bill, as reported and he moved that it lie on the table, which amount of the pensions paid, the service they the several cities, towns and plantations may
read a third time,
appropriate their portion of the money, to
Mr. Southard asked for the yeas and nays amended by the committee of the Whole, motion prevailed. Adj.
were in when the injury for which the pen any purposes tor which they can now by law
on the passage, and at the same time deliver was taken up, an amendment striking out the
sion is given was received, and lhe nature appropriate monies accruing in their Treasu
' FRIDAY, FEB. 24.
ed his'opinions at length against the passage appropriation of $400,000 for completing and
and severity of the injury.
ries from taxation ; or may loan the same in
of the bill.
equipping the great ship Pennsylvania was
Passed to be enacted— Bills to provide in
Mr. Appleton of Portland from the Com
Mr. Clay then rose and made some re concurred in—yeas 125, nays 55. Mr. Reed’s part for the expenditures of Government— mittee on Rail roads and Canals, reported a such manner as they may deem expedient,
marks against the passage of the bill, which amendment to add $400,000 for six vessels to incorporate the Greene Leather and Shoe bill additional to the act to incorporate lhe receiving safe and ample security therefor.
The question was, taken upon the amend
he regarded in many of its items as a viola of war of six to sixteen guns, was amended, Manufacturing Company.
Kennebunk-port Rail road and Granite Com
tion of the compromise act.
by inserting eighteen in place of sixteen, and
Mr. Littlefield, from the Joint Select Com pany, which was twice read and to-morrow ment proposed by Mr. Holmes of Alfred to
the amendment, and the same was rejected
He concluded with a motion to recommit so amended was concurred in—yeas 118, mittee appointed tocontract with some person assigned.
by the following vote—yeas 33—nays 115.
the bill to the committee on Finance, with nays 46. Various amendments were adopt or persons to execute the State printing for
Mr. Hubbard of Acton, presented the pe
instructiops to strike out of the bill all articles ed, among which was one to strike out $30,- the current year, reported that the Committee tition of the town of Acton, by their commit
The question then returned upon adopting
which at present pay a fluty of 20 per cent, 000 for barracks at Brooklyn. The bill was had contracted with Smith & Robinson. tee, lor the repeal of the “ small bill law.” the amendment of Mr. Redington, as modi
ad valorem and upwards.
ordered to a third reading, and having been Report accepted.
It was moved that the petition be referred to fied.
On the call of Mr. Wright, the ayes and read it was finally passed. The appropria
Mr. Lowell of East Machias moved to aOn motion of Mr. Magoun, the order sub the committee on the Judiciary, but the mo
noes were ordered on this question, and it tions by this bill amount to $6,700,000.
mitted yesterday by Mr. Mildram directing tion was negatived, 27 voting in favor to 78 mend lhe proposed amendment by striking
was decided by the following vote :
certain inquiries with regard to the Banks in against. Mr. Humphrey of Gray moved that out all after the enacting clause in the pro
FRIDAY, FEB. 24.
this State was taken tip. Mr. Magoun ob it be referred to the Committee on Leave of posed additional section and inserting “ that
Feas—Bayard, Black, Calhoun, Clay,
Mr. Howard, from the Committee on For jected to the order, that the Committee on Absence, but the motion was negatived, 47 the several cities, towns, and plantations may
Clayton, Crittenden. Davis, Ewing of Ohio
Hendricks, Kent, Knight, McKean, Moore, eign Relations, made a report on the state of Banks and Banking would be unable to go voting in favor to 67 against. The petition loan their portions of said money upon am
Morris,
Southard, affairs with Mexico, concluding with a reso- through the investigation required by it. Mr. was then referred to the Committee on Banks ple security therefor, and appropriate the in
M
orris, Prentiss, Preston, Robbins, Southard
terest accruing therefrom to the support of
¡Spence, Swift, Tipton, Tomlinson, Wall, hition requesting the President to make an-1 Mildram replied that the Committee might and Banking.
common schools, or to any other purpose for
other solemn demand for redress. The re- commence the investigation, and they would
Webster_ 24.
which said cities, towns or plantations may
Miys— Benton, Brown, Cuthbert, Ewing port and resolution were laid on the table. not be required to complete it, unless they
THURSDAY, FEB 23.
now by law assess a tax upon their respect
of III., Fulton, Hubbard, King of Ala., King, The House proceeded to discuss the Army had sufficient time. Mr. Burr said he was
Finally pnssed—Resolve making an appro ive inhabitants.”
willing to vote for the order, if it was so aof Ga., Linn, Lyon, Mouten, Nicholas, Niles,' and Fortification Appropriation bills.
Mr. Holmes of Alfred moved a division of
mended as to confine the investigation of the priation for the State Prison.
Norvell, Page, Parker, Rives, Robinson, Rug
The Government Official gave public no committee to such Banks as might be sus DISPOSITION OF THE SURPLUS REV the question, so that the vote should be first
gles, .Sevier, Strange, Tallmadge, Walker,
ENUE.
tice that the President’s House would be o- pected of violations of their charters. He
taken upon striking out—and the motion pre
White, Wright—25.
The House resumed the consideration of vailed.
Mr, Calhoun remarked that this was clear pened on the 22d. The following paragraph did not think the committee would have time
to complete a more general investigation. Af the unfinished business of yesterday, being
ly a party vote, and indicated the course accompanied the notice.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Lowell
The Jackson Cheese.-—The great cheese ter some further discussion, on motion of Mr. the bill to provide for the disposition and was put and negatived by the following vote
which Mr. Van Buren’s administration in
tended to pursue. They did not mean to re which was made an offering to Mr. Jefferson, Mildram the order was laid on the table. repayment of the surplus money apportioned —yeas 59—nays 75.
to lhe State on deposit by the government
gard the compromise act, any further than as the most appropriate present which the Adj.
So the question returned upon adopting
of the United States.
suited their party views, for himself he saw farming class could tender to the President—
the amendment proposed by Mr. Redington
SATURDAY,
FEB.
25.
Section 17 being the last, was taken up of Augusta, authorizing the towns to appro
nothing in this vote to induce him to change the first who brought their influence to bear
with its full and proper weight in the public
his views and his position.
Passed to be enacted.—Bill creating the and agreed to without amendment or objec priate the money for any of their ordinary
Mr. Knight moved to recommit lhe bill administration—is outdone by the mammoth Kennebnnk-port Village Corporation.
tion.
purposes, or to loan it on ample security ;
with instructions to strike out several articles cheese which a patriotic citizen of New
Mr. Redington of Augusta then moved to and that amendment was adopted by the fol
The Report of the committee on the N. E.
named, but the motion was negatived—ayes York (Col. Meecham) sent more than a year Boundary was taken up, and on motion the amend lhe bill by adding an additional sec lowing vote :—
20, noes 27.
ago to President Jackson. The Jefferson yeas and nays were ordered upon the ques tion to authorize the several cities, towns and
YEAS.
The vote was then taken on the passage of cheese, presented by the citizens of Cheshire, tion of accepting the same and taken as fol plantations to invest their portions of the sur
York—Messrs. Ayer, Came, Carll, Cook,
the hill, and was decided in the affirmative— Mass, weighed seven hundred and fifty lows
plus
money,
or
any
part
thereof,
in
the
stock
Yeas 16—Nays 5.
Deering, Emery, Paine, Patten, Seaver,
ayes 27, noes 18.
pounds. The New York present is nearly 4
The Resolves relative to the N. E. Boun of any company chartered by this State—or
feet in diameter, two feet thick, and weighs dary were then read a second time and to loan the same in such manner as they’ Towle, Walker, &C.-85.
NAYS.
fourteen hundred pounds. It was transport-’ were passed to he engrossed.
may deem expedient, taking ample security
York—Messrs. Gowen, Holmes, Perkins,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ed through the State of New York with
Mr. Mildram had leave to withdraw the therefor.
Waterhouse, Wells, &c.—46.
MONDAY, FEB. 20.
great parade to the place where it was ship- order heretofore offered by him in relation to
A debate arose in which Messrs. Reding
The Bill, as amended, then passed to be
The Whitney case was taken up, and after ed. It reached Washington accompanied an investigation of the affairs of the Banks ton, Lowell of East Machias, Vance of Read
a whole day’s session consumed in discredit with a splendidly painted emblematic envel in this State. Mr. M. then submitted the field, Holmes of Alfred and others took part. engrossed, 81 voting in favor to 32 against.
’
And then the House adjourned.
able fooling, a motion to drop the curtain, ope. We understand the President designs following order:—
Mr. Lowell stated that if the amendment of
and end the farce, and discharge the princi to offer this great cheese, which is finely fla
Ordered That the committee on Banks and fered by the gentleman from Augusta did
pal performer, was put and carried. Ayes vored and in fine preservation, to his fellow Banking be requested to examine into the do not prevail, he would offer an amendment
MONDA T, FEB. 27.
102, noes 70. So the sergeant-at-arms was citizens who visit him on Wednesday next. ings of such of the Banks, that received their authorizing the towns to loan the money,
Mr. Allen of Bangor moved a reconsidera
relieved from any farther attendance on Mr. Mr. Jefferson’s cheese was the banquet of the charters under the authority of this State, as but not to invest in stock or expend more tion of the vote, passing to be engrossed the
Whitney. And then the House adjourned. east room in its unfinished state.—The New shall appear from the several papers in their than the interest thereof.
Bill providing for the disposition and repay
York present will be served up in the hall of possession, to have departed from lawful
A,nd so exit the treasury familiar.
Mr, Holmes of Alfred, moved that the ment of the public money apportioned to the
[During the examination of Mr. Fairfield, the President’s mansion.— Globe.
Banking principles ; and in order to ascertain Committee rise, report progress and have State of Maine, on deposit, by the govern
Mr, Bell of Tennessee, proposed the follow
the extent of such departure, said committee leave to sit again, which motion prevailed.
ment of the United States. Mr. Allen said
Rumor.—A correspondent of the Journal of shall have power to send for persons and pa
ing question :—‘ Have you (Mr. Fairfield)
Message from the Senate informing the he had made this motion pt the request of a
had any conversation with the President in Commerce writes from Washington, that pers and to examine under oath any officer House that the Senate had refused a passage gentleman who had voted in the minority.
relation to the conduct of Messrs. Wise and President Jackson concluded a treaty with of said Banks, or any other person, in all to the Resolve authorizing a loan in behalf of
The question was taken after debate, es
Peyton, during the present session ? Have General Santa Anna, the President of Mexi matters and things pertaining to the subject the State. The Hquse insists upon its vote follows—yeas 12—nays 130.
you not heard the President say that those co, when that functionary visited Washington, matter of the investigation.
passing said Resolve and appoints Messrs.
Finally passed— Resolve for the abatement
gentleman ‘ ought to be Houslonized;— by which a cession was made to this country
And the order was passed.
Holmes of Alfred, Brooks of York, and Com of certain State taxes, and to balance the acmeaning, thereby, that they should be chas of the territory extending to the Rio del Norte,
stock of Lubec, a Committee of Conference. !; counts with the Cumberland and Oxford Ca
tised in the streets ?’ Several members ob the Independence of Texas was to be ac
The Senate joined Messrs. Magoun, Little nal Lottery on the Treasurer’s books.
MONDAY, FEB. ~
jected to the question. Mr. Bell supported knowledged, and by both powers. The li
Ordered, That Messrs. Foster of Pem
Finally passed— Resolve providing for the field and Burr.
it,.on the ground that it was necessary to en nked States on their part assuming the pay
broke, Deering of Kittery, Rideout of Cum
able him to prove that Messrs. Wise and Pey ment of the claims of our citizens upon Mex revision of the Public Laws of the State.
FRIDAY, FEB. 24.
berland, Levensaler of Thomaston, Smith, of
Passed to be enacted— Bill to encourage the
ton had ample reason to carry arms about ico, estimated at two millions. They also
Passed to be enacted— Biff to incorporate Vinalhaven, Davis of Mt. Vernon, Poor of
them during the whole session. He said he pay Mexico the sum of three millions ; and destruction of wolves.
Bill providing for the disposition and re the Greene Leather and Shoe Manufacturing I Andover, Allen of Bangor, Welcome of
could prove, if permitted, that the President; agree to allow grants of land in Texas made
in part for the expen-j Freeman, and Johnson of Belfast be a Comt . —to provide
.
had repeatedly recommended that they j by Mexico, in all cases where the conditions payment of the public money apportioned to Company
should be assaulted in the streets ; and used of said grants have been complied with ; and the State of Maine, on deposit, by the Gov- ditures of Government—creating the Kenne5-: mittee, with such as the Senate may join, to
w Corporation.
. .. . •
j enquire into the expediency of calling the at_
the particular term ‘ Houstonized.’
This! to make a pro rata allowance to such grant ernmentof the United States, came back bunk-port Village
Mr. Appleton of Portland, from the Com- tention of Congress, to the subject of fortifyquestion like all others tending to implicate' ees as have, in part, complied with said con- from lhe House with amendments, and was
mittee to whom various petitions in relation ing our Maratime and Interior frontier,.
Gen. Jackson, was refused, by a party vote.] ditions.
ordered to lie on tfie table,
,
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Extract of a letter from Jonas Snyder,
SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1837.
Postmaster, Kernsville, Pa. to Dr. Wim Ev
London papers to Jan. 21. There appears
'------- Lbeen
1
*
;in the
'
to have
little
change
state of the I Society from its commencement to the close ' aPPrehen,led UP°" the slightest grounds, and ans. Among Several cases “ An elderly lady
The new cabinet, according to the F
money market, or of
trade generally.
ol
irenerallv.
I the ' ear 1836) ainount ,0 $32238 ™
i "e worst consequences Imagined. Ancient who had been 25 years afflicted with nervous
Washington correspondent of the New Fork
hypochondria, debility, &c. that for the last
There was much suffering in London, and (of which has beet! invested in Pennsylvania
suP,!os!d
disease to be
Express, will be composed ofthe following in many other places from an epidemic In i Five per cent, stock. The Board of Mam Y fi d
!'”• P“rl,cular re"'ons »"he ab- 3 years she constantly received medical aid
gentlemen
Mr. Forsyth, Secretary of fluenza. It is said not to be so fatal as the ! gers have made application to Confess for"
hyP0(d'»»d™. from a respectable physician, but the pres
and pain on her heart and breast, and
State ; Mr. Poinsett, Secretary of War ; Mr. last similar epidemic, but deaths from its portion of the public Mall in W^shin^ton ,"ch aie s,'“ated oa tlle Mgbt or left side of sure
especially in the left side, remained, immova
as
a
sim
fnr
th
Q
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1
,
at
cav,t
y,
whence
comes
the
name
hypo

Woodbury, Secretary of the Treasury; Mr. effectshave been numerous, especially when citv.
as a site for the intended monument, the ' chondriasis.
ble attended at long intervals with Weakness
it has attacked persons previously in a del city,
corner stone of which, it is expected, will
Dickerson, Secretary of the Navy ; Mr. Ken icate state of health.
in her head, and on her mind, keeping her
SYMPTOMS.
—
The
common
corporeal
soon be laid.—Post.
dall, Post-Master General ; Mr. Butler, At
An interesting debate was going on in the
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or discouraged to undertake anything, in May
French
Chamber
of
Deputies,
on
the
answer
bowels, acred eructations, costiveness, spas- she comrnenced using Dr. W. Evans' Camo
torney General. All these gentlemen, ex
U. S. Telegraph.—Mr. Duff Green gives ; modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal- mile and Family Aperient Pills according to
to
the
King
’
s
speech,
which
was
not
closed
cept Mr. Poinsett, are members of the pres
at the last dates. A leading topic of discus notice in the last number ot that paper, that ii pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing the directions accompanying them. A reac
ent Cabinet.
other indispensable engagements compel him [ the attention upon any subject of importance tion took place—the pain and pressure in her
sion is that of Spanish intervention.
There is nothing important from Spajn. to withdraw from the publication ofthe Uni-! or engaging in anything that demands vigor body was removed-her mind became clear
The new Surplus.—Mr. Bell, of Tennes Gen. Mina died of a cancer in the stomach. j ted States Telegraph, the subscribers to which !
I or courage. Also languidness—the mind be- and strong-ber spirits perfectly good, and
up to this time is in al! respects restored to
see, in the U. S. House of Representatives, His widow had been created a countess, with .
health,
which for tbe last ten years she has
»"<1
dejeeled,
accompanied
^¡
th
J
by a most adroit movement, on Saturday last, a pension amounting to the pay of a Spanish ( ed'h? Wa/hin T nEF0RJER’'
and dejected, accom|
JONAS SNYDER,
Lieut. General. Don Carlos "has made a new Moore!
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—
Boston
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e
mental
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and
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ing the annual appropriations for fortifications,
Cralle, Esq.
He therefore need only add that hi«#
ideas that haunt the imagination and overa provision for distributing the surplus revenue
Distressing Shipwreck and value of a Dog.
w ,
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinité di- CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
which shall be in the Treasury on the 1st of■ —The last Norfolk Beacon furnishes a full WT ?L.eJh0U-y
nxcellent
FAMILY APERIENT
,?bt !. be.brilha
ntwidest
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versity. Thejvisest and best of men are as
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Pl LLfe, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
January, 1838, on the same principle as by account ofthe loss ofthe brig Cai roll, of Ban iNorthern Hemisphere a few evenings since,1 open to this affliction as the weakest,
was the Aurora Borealis, but it appears we!i CAUSES.
~ "
—A sedentary life of any kind, at No 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
the act of last session the surplus in the Treas gor, Mitchell, fourteen days from New Or were
mistaken. The Wheeling (Va.) Times,' especially severe study, protracted to a late New i ork, and of his authorised agents in
leans, bound to Baltimore, cargo cotton, pork,
ury on the 1st of last January was directed hides, lard, castor oil and madder. This brig i assigns no doubt the true cause of the unusu- hour in the night, and rarely relieved by so town and country.
to be distributed (or deposited) with the struck very heavy on the outer shoals of ' al appearance of the Heavens in that direc- ' cial intercourse, or exercise, a dissolute habit,
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
Cape Lookout at 10 o’clock, P. M. on Wed jtiqn. The reader will seethe views ofthe great excess in eating and drinking, the im streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
several States.”
nesday, the Sth ult. carried away her rudder, Times in the short paragraph below :
moderate use of mercury, violent purgatives, where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
Mexico.—The Washington correspondent &c. the wind blowing quite fresh from south
Concord Statesman.
the suppression of some habitual discharge,’
Sub Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ?
east,
and
very
foggy.
After
remaining
in
dfthe New York Journal of Commerce, un
A Good One.—On going into the street in long continued eruption ; relaxation or de James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
der date of Saturday night last, says the re this position all night at the mercy of the early in the evening of our la^t publication, bility of one or more important organs with Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
winds and the waves, orders were given to we noticed that the sky presented, instead of in the abdomen, is a frequent cause.
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick; Palmer & Wash
turn of the Pioneer is daily expected by the leave
the wreck, and all hands made for the the usual dull and smoky hue in which we
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
President, as Capt. Tatnall was directed to boat. The boat immediately capsized and are usually enveloped, a covering of deep treatment are, to remove indigestion, to burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
remain at Vera Cruz only one week and filled with water, and dashed to pieces upon red, being a tinge of the aurora borealis. strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir town
; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
the
rocks.
The
crew
clung
to
the
wreck.
Many eyes were turned to it, and many ques its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
then to sail. “ Santa Anna is to send des
What ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
patches by him, upon the tenor of which will Mr. Bangs, one oi the passengers, says, “ We tions were asked as to its cause.
had, been exposed .14 hours to overwhelming can cause it ?’ says one. ‘ Why,’ replies a versation. The bowels (if costive) being care February 18, 1837.
depend the submission of the Mexican Trea seas, hail and snow, and almost chilled to wag, J the news of the passage, of the ex fully regulated by the occasional use of a
ty,” recently concluded, to the Senate.
death, when we tossed overboard our doo' punging resolutions has just reached the sky, mild aperient.
We kno\y nothing better To Daniel Sewall, Clerk of the “ Kenn^nk
Pillow, with a line round his neck, who and the heavens are blushing for the degra calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wm.
Burying-Ground Proprietors.”
Connecticut.—A whig State Convention reached the shore, but with the greatest diffi dation of the earth.’
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer "W/E the subscribers, being more than five
was held in Hanford, on the 22d ult. which culty. We were then able to get a small ca
tain in their operation. The bowels being Yof®aid Proprietors, request you to
was attended by delegates from every part of ble fastened to the shore and vessel, by
Effects of Rum.—We learn by the Daily once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile ca I a meeting of said Proprietors, to be
the State, in all about 200. The best spirit which means we succeeded in gaining the Whig of Thursday, that a heartless monster Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti held at the School House in the centre Dis
shore with part of our baggage. Had we re
trict in Kennebunk, on Saturday the fourth
prevailed and the proceedings of the meeting mained on board 6 or 8 hours longer we by the name of Elder, last week, sold in his spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and day
of March next, at 2 o’clock in the after
hell upon earth’to a poor Irishman three without dispute have proved a great blessing
were characterised by the utmost unanimity, should inevitably have perished with the glasses of grog, all at one time and which to the numerous public.
noon, for the following purposes
William W. Ellsworth was nominated for cold.”
1. To choose any officer or officers, agents
were drank on the spot, and the effects of Some physicians have recommended a
The Herald says, Mr. Bangs came passen which caused him to fall in the street, where free use of mercury but it should not be re or committees, as may be requisite and con
Governor; Benjamin Isaacs for Lieut. Gov
ger in the brig, and is recently from Mexico ; he was so badly frozen that he will lose his sorted to : as in many cases it will greatly ag venient for said Proprietors.
ernor ; Nathaniel Goodwin Treasurer ; Na left there on the 10th December last. The right hand and both of his ears I
2. To call upon all or any of the former
gravate the symptom's.
°
thaniel Perry Secretary ; Roger Huntington country is in a dreadful situation and ripe for
1 reasurers, Agents or Committees lor a set
The Irishman’s name is Carlton and he
DIFFERENCE.— It cannot be de- tlement of their accounts with said Proprie
Comptroller.
rebellion. Foreigners, especially North A- has a wife and three interesting children to’
mericans, are much exposed, both with res suffer, not only the trials of poverty, but the -»- nied that whilst many medicines tors, and to make such disposition of the
Nahant Bank.—We learn from the re pect to life and property, in the present un groans and troubles of a husband and father,! which are recommended to the public, have monies or effects in their hands, as may be
not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
port of the Committee of the Legislature of settled condition of affairs, and they are leav turned to a brute, and maimed, by a reckless there are others which it would be great in deemed proper and expedient.
3. To make such repairs on the fences and
ing fast. War was expected to take place monster for the miserable pittance of twelve
Massachusetts, appointed to investigate the with the United States, and even desired by and a half cents ! When will the public justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in gates of said burying ground as may be ne
concerns of this institution, that the Directors most of them, so blind and infatuated are learn to speak out with the thunder of its in volve, untried in a common condemnation. cessary and convenient.
And when a medicine comes endorsed with
dignation against such cruelty ?
And to pass any other vote or votes rela
are anxious to save the public from all loss, they.
'
all the great names that have adorned the ting to the premises, as may then and there
Mr.
B.
lost
$1,200,
and
another
passenger,
Bangor
Meeh,
Far.
and that they will probably be able to do so. .
annals
of
the
medical
profession,
and
war

be deemed expedient.
name not recollected, lost all his baggage.
The capital of the Bank is $150,000—and it ;Mr. B. has been printing two liberal papers
ranted by the seal and signature of long and
William Lord,
Famine.—Twelve hundred persons, at Tro- uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
appears
H.. zi.
A. oreeo,
Breed, is in
' the state of Tamaulipas
for ¡some
some years
• r- that
---- the *President,
tvoiucui, ju
-*• amauiipw
juj
Thomas Lord,
is Pistoles, on the Gulf of St. Lawrence, are seasonable demand upon the public confi
.
,.«IL. .1
I. _ H A
1
.
indebted to it upwards of $200,000 of which pUSt’ i'alled tbe “ Astalaga” the other “ Teles- stated in the Quebec Gazette, to be in a state
Hosah Goodwin,
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
sum $155,531 88 has been obtained untin ,7^’’ He,was one of the only survivors of actual starvation and destitution!
James K. Remich,
sideration.
r . n
obtained not in that escaped m Mina’s expedition after the
Joseph Hatch,
the oidinary mode of discounts, but by taking battle of Sola la Marma,
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of T_
arma, and
and remained
remained prispris,
Joseph Porter.
On the 9th ult. a smart shock of an Earth Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
the money and leaving memorandum checks, oner »» that country near six years in their quake was felt at Quebec. The thermome
Kennebunk, Feb. 22, 1837.
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
which were entered in the accounts ofthe dungeons in irons.' His object in returning ter was at zero.
thority in existence condemns it, every medi- "OURSUANT to the foregoing request, 1
materials
institution as cash ! It is believed however home,
?°me’ has been
J)®en to
to procure
P(ocure priming
Pnr
cxil practitioner that is acquainted with it,
tl tt.. . . .
i is uenexea, nowevei, for establishing another paper
. , at San Louis
hereby notify the Kennebunk BuryingTemperaaicelvieetigig.
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ; ground proprietors to meet at the time and
that this debt is secured by attachment and Potosi,
u
: in favor
r---- of
-x’-the
1 - federal• principle. He
An Address will be delivered before the and
that the latter should do so in opposition place, and for the purposes therein mention
collateral security of various descriptions. has introduced into the republic of Mexico a “ Kennebunk Temperance Society” to-mor
7 his Mr. Breed is a leader of the Van Buren great number of printing establishments and row evening, (Sunday, March 5,) by Rev. Mr. to their personal interests, must be attributed ed.
learned the natives the art of prinunij since George of Kennebunk-port, at the vestry of either to their candor and love of truth, or to
DANIEL SEWALL, Pro. Clerk.
anti-Bank party in Essex County !
unwillingness to fly in the face ofall ob
the year 1817.
Kennebunk, Feb. 23, 1837.
the second parish, yhe exercises will com their
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
mence at 7 o’clock.
Fast.—Friday, 24th inst. has been ap
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
UJVIO1N ACADEMY^
"
Kennebunk, March 4, 1837.
The
Packet
Ship
Erie.
—
The
New
York
pointed hy the Governor of Connecticut to be
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis HOHE next term of this Literary Institution
papers
are
discussing
largely
the
probability
(tr’The regular monthly meeting of the eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad -bl will commence o» March the 15th,
observed as a day of Fasting, Humiliation
of the loss of this ship. Besides the anxiety
and Prayer throughout that State.—Thurs for the fate of the captain and crew, [the ap Executive Committee of the K. T. S. will be mits that they will not. He lays no claim to i under the care of Hall Roberts, A. B. as
held at the counting-room of the Secretary, the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,”!
day, 30th inst. has been designated by the prehended loss of goods supposed to be worth on Monday afternoon, March 6, at 3 o’clock. and wishes nobody to believe that he sells,' principal, and-continue 11 weeks. Tuition,
tor the lower English branches, $3,00 per
Governor of New Hampshire, to be similarly $500,000, excites a deep interest. Very little
the “ Elixir of Life,” but be does say, and he term
......,; for the
ule higher,
n.gner, with
w,th Latin
Latin and Greek,
light
however,
is
thrown
on
the
question,
by
does believe, and he can prove, that in dehil- I $4,00
on per tenn
term ;. for
fbr French $
$55 00 per tenn '
observed in that State.
Keoisehook Eyceiim.
any thing which we have seen in these dis
P
The nresent g
-ii °
The next meeting will be held on Thurs ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
The
present
term
will
close a^uubMarch
ofall kinds ; in weakness ofthe di- the 7th ; at which time, thLre win'be
Small-pox.—Cases of this loathsome dis cussions. Capt. Pell, of the Normandie^ has day evening next, March 9, 1837, at Wash diseases of'all
published a statement, which does not go ington Hall, commencing at 7 o’clock.
gestiye
organs,
in
incipient
consumptions,
lie
examination
rpi
------'
n
ease have recently occurred in Lowell, Mass. far, we think, to remove the apprehensions
,
Those who feel an interest
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
March 4, 1837.
the!i in the
cause OI
of education are respectfully inAmherst, N. H. and Brunswick, Me.
c*
..
/p
-'
•
justly entertained. We do not see much to
*
J
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of VltPfl
vited tn
to ntton/J*
attend.
change the aspect in which we viewed the
purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
HYMENEAL
THO. O. LINCOLN, Sec. Trustees.
Banking Capital,—A resolution has pass subject, on a careful examination of all
pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
Kennebunk, Feb. 24, 1836.
ed the Virginia House of Delegates, 78 to 39, which we could gather from the English pa MARRIED—In York, Mr. Charles O. Clark, ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
to Miss Olive Grow.
pers
received
here
by
the
Nantasket,
which
ery
case
of
delirium
tremens,
or
that
disease
authorizing an addition to the Banking capi were from London, to Jan. 9. There ap
In Saco, Mr. Benjamin H. Leavitt of Scarbo which is brought on by intemperance ; in
PURE SPERM OIL.
tal in that State of five millions of dollars 1
pears no reason to doubt that a ship supposed rough. to Miss Susanna Jenkins of S.
GALLONS Pure Winthe wretched horrors of mind and body which H
to be the Erie, was last seen in such a situa
WW ^r Strained Sperm Oil.
accrue
from
occasional
inebriety
;
loss
of
ap

The Supreme Court of the United States tion that she was supposed to be lost ; but as
OBITUARY
2000 gallons Bleached do.
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
terminated its annual session on Thursday of no person was saved from the wreck, and as
500 “ Pure Fall do.
head, limbs or side ; incorrupt sallow, and
DIED—In this town, on Wednesday last, Miss
last week.
it does not appear that any thing had come Serena
500 “ Pure Summer do.
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
Tripp.
on shore to identify the ship, there is reason
The subscriber having established a Facto
In York, Miss Louisa H. Perkins, aged 19 state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
OJ^The ward elections in the city of Low to hope that there was an error, ih fegard ei years.
others mentioned in the bills of directions ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
ell occurred on Monday last. The whigs ther to the identity ofthe ship, or the fact of
In Saco, 27th ult. Miss Sarah Libby, aged 38 given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY i! article constantly for sale at the Factory in
her loss. This hope, for which we thought
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in | Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
carried 5 out of 6 wards, with an aggregate there was much ground at first, must now be years.
In Hiram, 24th ult. Mrs. Hannah Foss, widow terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal
majority in the city of 125 votes. The elec come more faint, with the lapse of every day of Capt. Waller Foss, formerly of Saco, aged 75 FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which to any manufactured in the United States.
years.
6
tion for Mayor will take;place on Monday which passes, without her arrival.
ALEX. H. LADD.
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
In Biddeford, 20th ult. Mr. Caleb S. Staples, lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial
Boston Daily Adv.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf.
next.
aged 29 years.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
In York, Mrs, Mary Talpey, aged 83 years.
(t/^Obediah E. Frost (whig) has been eIn Kittery, 24th ult. Warren M. aged 16 a doubt by daily testimonies which would SOUTH BERWICK MANU
Loss of ship Mercury of Boston—Consider
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
lected Register of Deeds, by a majority of 376 able anxiety has been felt since Sunday, in months, son of Mr. Simon Fernaid.
FACTURING CO.
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
’^S^THEREAS, at the last session of the
over all others, for the Western District of consequence of the announcement of a fine
dence.
ship being cast away on Pollock Rip, off
SHIP NEWS,
Legislature of the State of Maine, an
Lincoln County.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations ’ »
Chatham, Cape- Cod.
Yesterday, Capts.
act
was
passed, by which the subscribers
of
the
efficacy
of
Dr.
Evans
’
Camomile
Samuel Macoduck and P. S. Clark, passen KENNEBUNK, MARCH 4, 1837. Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are were made a body politic and corporate, by
(ty^The Provision and West India Goods gers in the Mercury, of and for Boston from
MEMORANDA.
submitted by the following important and ex the name of the South Berwick Manufactur
Store of Messrs. Parker & Hayden, of Hal Valparaiso, arrived in this city, and reported
Ar. at Bristol, 22d ult. brig Overmann, Gould, traordinary cures effected by their highly ing Company.
lowell, was much damaged by fire on Mon that the M. was the vessel, and was a total loss. Mobile, for Providence.
Therefore, notice is hereby given, that the
medicinal qualities—all of which may° be
Ar. at Boston, 27th ult. brig George, Wise, N seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. first meeting of said corporation, will be holdday night last,—the contents were nearlv all She struck on Pollock Rip at half past 4 P.
M. on Thursday last, during a thick snow Orleans, 28lh Jan.—SW Pass 1st uit.
en at Mr. Timothy Ferguson’s Counting
destroyed. The fire originated from a defect storm, and a gale from E. S. E., while in the
Below Baltimore, 24th bit. brig Perseverance. 7, Division street. One or two of these he Room in South Berwick, on Monday, the
herewith
respectfully
gives
to
a
discrimina

in the stove funnel.
Burnham,
Exuma
via
Bermuda.
act of reefing the foretopsail. She had
twentieth day of March next, for the purpose
ting public.
of determining whether the charter shall be
A fire broke out in the block of brick stores soundings in the morning in 35 fathoms, and
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir: Be pleased to re accepted, and for transacting all other busi
Capt. Simpson judged himself in the middle To Elisha Chadbourne, Agent for School Dis
owned by Mr. James Deering, corner of Mid of
trict JVo. 5, in the town of Kennebunk.
ceive the thanks of one who has been a great ness that may legally come before said meet
South Channel, at the time she struck.
dle and Exchange streets, Portland, on Thurs Whpn these gentlemen left Chatham, on Sat
IR—You are requested to call a meeting sufferer for several years, for the great benefit ing—at which time and place, all persons in
day morning last, which, by the prompt urday morning, about 70 pigs copper, 200
of the qualified voters of said District as she has received from the virtues of your in- terested
will please attend.
'
soon as due notice can be given
estimable Camomile Pills. She has suffered
Timothy Ferguson,
and efficient exertions of the Fire Department, seal skins, and two boxes plata pina had been
1st. To see if they will discontinue the with pain and distress in the head, a tightness
Isaac P. Yeaton,
was kept within the limits of the first divis saved. The ship’s back was broken ; she present School during the bad travelling across
the stomach, shortness of breath, and
had bilged, and the water was above the be
Elisha H. Goodwin.
ion ofthe block and extinguished without tween decks.
this spring and commence it again the earli palpitation of the heart ; exercise would al
South Berwick, Feb. 21, 1837.
having made a breach either in the walls or
most overcome her ; but since using your
The Mercury was a splendid ship, on her er in the fall.
2d. To see if any Assistant in the present Camomile Tonic Pills, her complaints are re liesiaiebunli Social Library.
roof of the building. The stores were occu first voyage, and was insured to the amount
pied by Mr. J. T. Lewis and Mr. E. W. Ap of $28,000 in this city. Her cargo was 15 School is necessary ; and to transact any oth-! moved—she is able to exercise without fa
OTICE is hereby given, that a meeting
casks sperm oil, 4592 pigs copper, 400 qtls. er business that may come before said meet tigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
of the Proprietors of the “ Kennebunk.
pleton, the stock in each of which was most Nicaragua wood, 1296 dry hides, 966 bdIs. ing.
life
comfortably
again.
Sam’l. Mitchell,
Library” will be held, by adjourn
ly destroyed. Mr. Appleton’s stock was val wool, 2507 hair seal skins, Ibbl. gum and 218
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y. mentSocial
James Hubbard,
from Monday, 27th February at the
Christopher Coates,
ued at $14,000, upon which $11,000 were in doubloons, to Benj. Bangs, the principal own
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir_ For 4 Bookstore, on Monday, March 13th, at 10
J ona. Stone,
sured. Mr. Lewis’ stock is estimated at er ; two boxes plata pina to E. L. Mix, New
years I have been so unwell that I was una o’clock in the forenoon, to takq into consid
D
an
’
l
.
G
ilpatrick
,
; 47 doubloons
& Aspina motion to reconsider
ble to attend to my business, and for the last eration
—
«cvvuDmcr a vote adoptadopt
$4000, insurance $3000. The building was PallVsîïoÏR.'
A^to
“PHowland
XT; loîo.
tCI
Parker Fall,
I T)____ _ 11 AT XT
1
A
--_ _
ion
r
or
five
months
was
confined
to
my
ed
at
the
adjourned
meeting
held
on
the
27th
fully insured.
Wm. W. Wise,
Russell, N. York ; 48 do. Capt. Macoduck.
room ; my complaints were rheumatism, Feb.
T?"u ‘that
k"‘ an assessment of 50 cents each be
James Osborn,
The whole amount of insurance in this
pains in my stomach, indigestion and loss of laid on the several shares in said proprietary,
__
, ,
Alex. G. Furnald.
city, as near as we can ascertain, is $233,400,
appetite, with eontinual pain and dizziness in to be applied to the purchase of new books,
(t/^Hon. Reuel Williams, recently elected viz. on vessel 28,000 ; freight 20,000 ; profits
Kennebunk, March 2, 1837.
my head ; I used different kinds of medicine and to transact such other business as may
U. S. Senator, passed through this town on 20,000 j cargo 165,400.—Boston Pat.
without effect ; until 1 commenced taking come before said meeting.
Sunday morning last, on his way to the seat
GREEABLE to the above petition, I your invaluable Camomile and Aperient
D. REMICH, Clerk.
hereby notify and warn the inhabitants i Pills ; their beneficial effects upon me as
of Government.
Kennebunk, March 4, 1837.
Parricide.—An intemperate wretch, who
of said District, to meet at the School House
;
was also insane, by the name of John Taylor, in said District on Friday, the 10th inst. at! tonish all who knew my situation. In a few
A Daily Mail, from Portland to East residing at Red Bank, N. J., killed his own half past six o’clock in the afternoon, to take ! days I shall be at your office to express tny
Raisins.
gratitude to you in person. In the mean!
LBS> low Prieed raisins,
port, through Augusta, Bangor and Ells mother and a hired man. (an Englishman) on into consideration said petition.
time
I
subscribe
myself
your
obedient
ser

the night of the 25th ult. The murderer is
w
W for sale by the subscriber.
ELISHA CHADBOURNE, Agent.
worth, is about to go into operation.
vant,
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
in jail at Middletown.—N. Y. Jour. Com.
WM. LORD.
Kennebunk, March 3, 1836.
Dr. Wm. Evans,
. Feb. 24, 1837.
a

»nd plantations to
oney.or any pot-

’ho was entitled to
iedington of Aularks, offered as a

LOW SPIRITS-Low spirits is a|
[

S

N

A

Ata Court of Probate held at South Berwick,within and for the County of York, on the
first Monday of February, in the year of our
For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
POETRY.
I At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by
Hernia or Rupture.
within and for the county of York, on the first
THE COMMON LOT.
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
HIS article is the invention of Heber
Monday in February, in the year ofour Lord
of said Court :
BY MONTGOMERY.
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
eighteen hundred and thirty -seven, by the !
AMUEL W. JONES, named Executor in
Once in the flight of ages past,
ry member of the Philadelphia Medical So
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said ;
a certain instrument purporting to be
There lived a man—and who was-he ?
ciety.
. ,
the last will and testament of Benjamin Went
Court :
.
Mortal ; howe’er thy lot be cast,
These instruments have been submitted to
ANNY B. HAYES, administratrix of the ! worth, late of Berwick, in said county, yeoThat man resembled thee 1
the test of experiment, in that city and othei
estate of Elisha Hayes, late of Lebanon j, man, deceased, having presented the same
places,
for
about
2
years,
under
the
observa

Unknown the regions of his birth,
■
in
said
county, yeoman, deceased, having 1 for probate :
tion of some of the first surgeons o that
The land in which he died unknown,
presented her first account of administration
ORDERED—That the said executor give
place; whose unqualified recommendation
His name hath perished from the earth,
of the estate of said deceased for. allowance : notice to all persons interested, by causing a
thev have obtained, as being the best article
This truth survives alone—
\
SAW^L,.
and also her petition for an allowance out of copy of this order to be published three
ever offered to the public : having been found, BECKWITH
’S
ANTl-DYSBM-llCiih ersonal'estate of said deceased :
That joy, and grief, and hope, and fear,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
in a large proportion of the cases, not only to
PILLS have been long and favorably i o‘RDER£D__That the said administratrix zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Alternate triumph in his breast,
afford
immediate
relief
to
that
distressing
and
known in the Southern States, and have been . e notJce t0 ap persons interested, by caus- appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
His bliss and wo, a smile, a tear I
dangerous disease, but, by a few months use most successfully employed m almost every.
&
of this order to be published
Oblivion hides the rest.
to effect a radical cure : and thus render the variety of functional disorder of the Stomach, j t|iree weeks successively in the Kennebunk nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary. Bowels, Liver and Spleen ; such as heart-1 Gazett printed at Kennebunk, in said of April next, at ten of the clock in the fore
The bounding pulse, the languid limb,
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
The changing spirits rise and fall,
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med burn, acid eructations, nausea, headache, ’ <
■> >- * the said instrument should not be proved,
that they may appear at a Probate
We know that these were felt by him,
ical Society, who were appointed to investi pain and distention of the Stomach and Bow- county,
(
to be held at Saco, in said county, approved and allowed, as the last will and
For these are felt by all.
gate the merits of the various instruments in els, incipient Diarrhea, Colic, Jaundice, Flat- Court
<
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in ulence, habitual costiveness, loss of appe- on the first Monday in March next, at ten of testament of the said deceased.
He suffered—but his pangs are o’er,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, lite, sick headach, sea-sickness, &c. &c. the
Enjoyed but his delights are fled,
.
A true copy—Attest,
contained in the February No. of the Ameii- They are a safe and comfortable aperi- any they have, why the said account should
Had friends—his friends are now no more,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem ent for Females during pregnancy and sub not be allowed, and the prayer of her petition
And foes—his foes are dead.
Feb. 11.
bers of the medical profession are here re- sequent confinement, relieving sickness atthe granted.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
He loved—but whom he loved, the grave
stomach, headach, heartburn and many of
Attest,
Hath lost in its unconscious wornb ;
These instruments can only be used, with the incidental nervous affections. Literary A true copy—
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
O she was fair ! but nought could save
the
greatest
prospect
of
success,
under
the
men,
students
and
most
other
persons
of
se

Her beauty from the tomb.
Feb. 11.
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS,
care of a person well acquainted with the An dentary habits, find them very convenient.
At
a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, HAVE from their extraordinary success
The rolling seasons, day and night,
atomy of the diseased parts.
Those who indulge too freely in the pleas
They are also highly recommended by ures of the Table find speedy relief from the? within and for the County of York, on the first
Sun, moon, and stars, the earth arid main,
in giving instant relief, and in cur
Ere while his portion, lite and light,
Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan & sense of oppression and distension which fol
Monday in February, in the year of our :ing Colds, Coughs, Asthmas, Difficulty of
To him exist—in vain.
Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio low, by taking the Pills. As a dinner Pill
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by Breathing, Wheezing, Tightness of the
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant they are invaluable. Those who are drink the. Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Chest, Pain in the Side, Spitting of Blood,
He saw whatever thou hast seen,
surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
Court :
ing mineral waters, and particularly those
Encountered all that troubles thee,
The subscriber, who is Agent tor Hi. from southern climates and ague and fever
LIVER WALKER, Guardian ofAbigail Chillness and Shiverings that precede Fe
He was —whatever thou hast been,
Chase
for
this
place
and
vicinity,
was
recent

W. Burbank and Hannah F. Burbank, vers and Lung Complaints generally f
He is—what thou shall be 1
districts, will find them a valuable adjunct.
one of the most popular Medicines
ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the Those who are exposed to the vicissitudes of
minors and children of Moses Burbank, latebecome
of
above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of weather, on voyages or journeys, can take Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased, known, and are sought after from every part
The clouds and sunbeams o’er his eye
That once their shade and glory threw,
the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi them at all times with perfect safety. In full having presented his third account of guar of the country, on account of the astonishing
Have left in yonder silent sky
cine, that the confidence of the profession in doses, thev are a highly efficacious and safe dianship of his said wards for allowance :
success which has attended their administra
No vestige where they flew 1
the utility and success of the instrument had Anti-bilious medicine. They seldom or nev
ORDERED—That the said guardian give tionin the above complaints,frequently curing
been increasing since the report of that com er produce sickness at the stomach or griping. notice to all persons interested, by causing
the most obstinate cases, and giving the most
The annals of the human race,
mittee.
,
|
The following Testimonials, of the claims a copy of this order to be published three unexpected relief, after every other remedy
Their ruin since the world began,
These
instruments
will
be
applied
and
ntof these Pills to public patronage, have been weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga had Tailed, and persons had given them
Of him afford no other trace
ted to each case by the subscriber.
selected from many of similar import, recent zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county,
Than this—there lived a man.
BURLEIGH SMART.
"that they may appear at a Probate Court to selves up in despair of a cure !
ly furnished.
They have been known to cure persons
held at Saco in said county, on the first
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
From the Rt. Rev. Levi S. Ives, D. D., Bishop be
Monday in March next, at ten of the clock supposed to be far gone in consumption, and
of
North
Carolina.
Expediency.—Very many good friends Wetficines, Paints and Oil.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they exhibiting all the appearance of approaching
“ Raleigh, March 2, 1835.
AVING taken the stand formerly occu
have, why the same should not be allowed.
of total abstinence from all that can intoxi
“
Having,
for
the
last
three
years,
been
in

dissolution.
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cate practise on this principle on the ground
timately
acquainted
with
Dr.
John
BeckAnd such have been the salutary effects
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
offers
articles
in
the
above
line
cheap
lor
cash.
of expediency. They assume that they can
wkh, of this city, and enjoyed bis profession
of these Pills even in hopeless cases, as so
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
drink with perfect safety to themselves, but
far to mitigate the sufferings of the patient,
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es- al
i services, I take pleasure in stating that his
Feb. 11.
___________________
as a Christian gentleman and expe
for the good ofothers they feel it their duty teemed article for all kinds of humors ant character
<rienced Physician
as
evidently to prolong life for days and
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
South
Berwick,
entitles his testimony, in
to abstain. To all such let us award the Chronic Rheumatism ;
t
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
weeks,
and give to it a positive comfort they
regard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills,
praise of sincerity ; but I will state to you
English Extract of the same article ;
Monday in February, in the year oj our Lord never expected to enjoy.
to the entire confidence of the Public. My
eighteen hundred aud thirty-seven, by the
Marshall’s do.
do. ;
why I have not been able to take the same
The operation of the pills is wonderful in
experience of the good effects of these Pills,
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine ;
ground. To me it seems morally wrong to
for two years past, satisfies me of their emi WILLIAM JEFFERDS, administrator easing respiration, quieting the cough, and
Cinchonine
and
Sulphate
Quinine
;
drink any thing that tends to abridge our
nent value, particularly in aiding an impaired
de bonis non, of the estate of Jona procuring comfortable rest.
Morphine, and Sulphate do.;
own lives, or injure our neighbor. 1 am
Common colds are frequently removed in
Cough Lozenges and Jujube Paste—fash digestion and warding off bilious attacks. than Stone, late of Kennebunk-port, in said
convinced that the use of intoxicating li ionable articles for coughs and sore thtoats; Having been for a long time subject to the county, deceased, having presented his sec few hours.
annual recurrence of such attacks, 1 was in ond account of administration of the estate of
quors as a beverage, while in health, is al
{Tr’“ Although, (says a person speaking
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
the habit of resorting for security against said deceased for allowance :
ways injurious and never useful, and that,
of these Pills,) my wife has tried various
Tooth Ache Drops ;
■
them,
and
with
very
partial
success,
to
a
lib

ORDERED—That the said administrator
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak
while using it in any quantity, I am acces
eral use of Calomel or Blue Pill. But since give notice to ail persons interested, by caus medicines of the first celebrity, for an
sary and co-operative in keeping op all that ness of the stomach and lungs ;
acquaintance with the Anti-dyspeptic ing a copy of this order to be published three Asthmatic difficulty, (or affection of the
Lignum Vine Wood ; China Root; Sassa my
dreadful machinery of making and vending,
Pill
of
Dr. Beckwith, which he prescribed in weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga lungs,) which at times was exceedingly dis
which is filling our world with misery, and fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub the first instance himself, I have not been zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county, tressing, confining her to her house for days
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the
under the necessity of using Mercury in any that they may appear at a Probate Court to and weeks together, she finds nothing gives
destroying in this country alone, directly or
skin and liver ;
.
form, besides being wholly exempt from bil, be held at Saco in said county, on the first her the relief which Rtlfefs Asthmatic
indirectly, at this time, one hundred thous
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
ious attacks. Several members of my family Monday in March next, at ten of the clock
and annually. Feeling thus, for myself, 1
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary root- are
experiencing the same beneficial effects. in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they Pills do !—easing her respiration, quieting
cannot pot this question on any ground but used for internal humors ;
1
“ L. S. IVES.”
her tough, and giving her comfortable rest.”
have, why the same should not be allowed.
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
duty—duty to myself and to my neighbor.
And this is the testimony of hundreds or
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen
Mr. Delavan.
thousands. The relief which aged people,
From
the
Rev.
F.
L.
Hawks,
D.
D.
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
clothes or dyeing ;
< u . i
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
as well as others, experience from the use
New-York, February 3, 1836.
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated
Hard Times.—Mr. Toddyblossom went
Feb.
11.
________________
__ ________ of these Pills, is truly astonishing, and fen
“
I
have
no
knowledge,
derived
from
ex

into a bar-room a few days ago, and after article for Urinary diseases ;
(
them invaluable to many, and are in
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions ; perience, of the efficacy of Dr. Beckwiths At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, ders
treating his friends, Messrs. Cherrybounce
within and for the county of York, on the first |fact to some, an essential auxiliary to their
Pills ; but I know that some of my personal
Oatmeal flour.
and Bluenose, each to a glass of punch, the Preparations &- Chemic
Monday in February, in the year of our Lord comfort, and almost to their existence !
friends in North-Carolina, whom I left, some
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. '
trio set down, to enjoy a sociable conversa
years
ago,
suffering
severely
under
Dyspep

als, &c. •
ff/^A Physician informs the Proprietor,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
sia,
were
in
good
health
when
I
saw
’
them
tion. The subject was, as usual, the state
English Confection of Senna—a pleasant
ILLIAM JEFFERDS, executor of the that a gentleman in the country observed
on
a
visit,
made
a
few
months
since,
and
all
of the times :
Laxative ;
last will of Daniel Walker, late of to him, he had reason to believe the use of
ascribed their recovery to the use of Beck
“ It is very distressing,” said one—11 in
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
Kennebunk-port
in said county, master mar
 Pills had been the means of saving his
these
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic 1 ills , with’s Pills.
supportable,” said another ; “ I never knew
“ I know that the certificates obtained by iner, deceased, having presented his fourth life.
Female
and
Stomachic
Pills
;
such hard times in all my born days,” con
account of administration of the estate of said
Price—whole boxes, SO Pills, $1 *. half
The latter of which is a very efficient and the Doctor, in North-Carolina, are from gen deceased for allowance:
tinued Toddy blossom, emptying the con
tlemen
of
the
highest
respectability,
and
sev
pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and
do.
12 Pills, 50 cts.
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
executor
give
tents of his glass. After each* had disposed Stomachic derangements which are feshion- eral
of them stated to me verbally that which
.
of a fifth and sixth glass of punch, the par ably termed liver complaints ;
is contained in their published certificates. I notice to all persons interested, by causing a
DUMFRIES’
copy of this order to be published three
ty determined that this was a melancholy
the Stomachic pills generally increase the have the most entire confidence in them.
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Ga

“ 1 also know Dr. Beckwith, and have
state of affairs—that it could no longer be appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and
zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county,
endured /with patience. Each òf the party strengthen the stomach and regulate the known him from my boyhood ; and I cheer that they may appear at a Probate Court to
fully
state
with
Bishop
Ives,
‘
that
his
char

OR sore or inflamed Eyes—nothing
declared that he had conducted his affairs bowels.
acter as a Christian gentleman and experien he held at Saco in said county, on the first
Head ache and Pile Pills;
known gives such immediate and com
in the most economical manner, and that it
Monday
in
March
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and ced Physician entitles his testimony, in re the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they fortable relief. On recent sore »yes, the
made not the slightest difference in the re
gard
to
the
use
of
his
Anti-dyspeptic
Pills,
to
back, weakness at the stomach and lungs ;
effect is most salutary. Where the com
have, why the same should not be allowed.
sult. They resolved that people generally
Anodyne Liniment : one of the best exter the entire confidence of the Public.’
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
plaint has been lor years standing, and in
“ F. L. HAWKS.”
must be exceedingly embarrassed—that nal applications for Rheumatic and othei
A true copy—Attest,
some
exceeding bad cases, the most unex
desperation, suicides, murders and felonies pains and stiffness ;
For sale in New-York by Leavitt, Lord &
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
pected and desirable relief has been found
Co. 180, Broadway ; Boston, B. B. Muzzey ;
of all kinds were the necessary results of
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
Feb. 11.
___ _______________
in the use of this Eye Water, after every
Portsmouth, N. H. Brackett Hutchings ; Do
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
hard times.
ver, Asa A. Tufts ; E. Goodale, Saco, Me.; At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, other remedy had failed. Persons who
German Loco Focos ;
Mr. Toddyblossom had paid in the
within
and
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
Benjamin Johnson, Alfred ; Daniel Remich,
London Lucifers, warranted ;
course of the evening twelve fourpences for
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord have used it, pronounce it without hesitation
Kennebunk.
Prussiate
Potash
;
Prussic
Acid;
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by. the the best preparation for these complaints
punch, and his weekly bill for grog, as well
General Agent,
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court : they have ever met with. Price 25 cents*
as that of his companions, amounted to
HENRY
D.
TURNER,
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do. ;
CHARLES WENTWORTH, named ex bottle.'
more than enough to pay all their weekly
180, Broadway, New-York.
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing
ecutor in a certain instrument purport
expenses—board, lodging, fuel and raiment. brass with one quarter of the labor.
“The’Watioual Arithmetic. ing to be the last will and testament of Na ff^None are genuine unless signed T.
Boston Mercantile Jour.
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa ;
hum Wentworth, late of Kennebunk in said KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
NEW Stereotype edition of the above county, yeoman, deceased, having presented
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
valuable work, with corrections and the same for probate :
Nursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple shells
Farm for Sale,
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
improvements,
has
just
been
published
by
and
shields
of
various
kinds
;
Breast
Glasses
;
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
executor
give
BQ1TUATED in the
R
obert S. Davis, Boston, combining the notice to all persons interested, by causing a Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
Bed
pans
and
Urinals
;
Issue
Peas
;
Hat

O town of York, on
Ground Root Hill, (so wIP case for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beater s1 Analytic and Synthetic Methods, in which copy of this order to be published three weeks by his special appointment, bv
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial1 the principles of Arithmetic are explained successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, printBURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk..
called) about two miles
and illustrated in a perspicuous and familiar■ ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear at a
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
froin Cape Neddick Harbour. Said farm con wounds.
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore; manner ; containing also practical systems of
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
tains about one hundred and thirty acres, of lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual Mensuration of Superficies and Solids, Gua- Probate Court to be held at Saco in said _____________________
______ ____ —which thirty five is tillage, fifty-five is pastur for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous ging, Geometry and Book-Keeping, by single county, on the first Monday of March next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
ing and forty wood land, with a double house
and double entry ; forming a complete Mer cause, if any they have, why the said instru
, , •
and large barn, built new within the last five sores.
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair ; cantile Arithmetic ; designed for schools and ment should not be proved, approved, and al
years, a large orchard and a good well of wa
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
academies—by Benjamin Greenleaf, A. M. lowed as the la&t will and testament of the
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair;
ter, never known to fail in the severest
HE character of this celebrated Oint
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for Preceptor of Bradford Academy.
said deceased.
.
drought. Also, one half of a SAW MILL.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,, |
This work contains much practical infor
Toilet ;
.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The above farm is as good soil as can be theCamphor
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
Soap—for improving the skin ; mation relating to foreign and domestic busi A true copy—Attest,
found in the State. It will stand the drought
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
ness transactions, being well adapted both for
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and frost longer than any other farm in the
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
the merchant and mechanic. A complete aChemical
Ink
—
for
metallic
pens.
Feb.
11.
vicinity. For further particulars enquire of
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
nalysis, or mathematical demonstration, has
Groceries.
SAMUEL ADAMS, Esq. Cape Neddick
Ji a Court of Probate holden at South Berwick,
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
been
given
of
all
the
principal
Rules.
As
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
within and for the county of York, on the first which are so eminently useful for removing
Corner.
much
mental
arithmetic
has
been
introduced,
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutmegs ;
in February, in the year of our Lord all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Dec. 24,1836.
as was deemed necessary for students gener Monday
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
ally.
It
also
contains
much
original
matter,
WM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy
J
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
NOTICE
particularly the method of adding and sub
N the petition of Sarah Clements, a cred
of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
tracting
fractions
that
have
a
common
nu

itor
of
the
estate
of
Mary
Chadbourne,
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
HE subscriber having contracted with
merator.
.
i
late
of
South
Berwick
in
said
county,
deceas

Essence of Rose and Rose water ; Ginger ;
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
the town of Kennebunk, to support
It
is
believed
that
no
similar
work,
of
the
Marsh
&
Co.
W.
C.
Stimpson Low and Reed .L L
ed, praying that administration of the estate
the poor of said town for one year, herebyPimento ; Preserved Ginger Root ;
same compass, has so much valuable matter; of said deceased may be granted to said pe Hall and others, Druggists in Buston.and ar orders
Citron
;
Dried
Apricots,
a
superior
article
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
and from the many testimonials of approba titioner :
to be addressed to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here for pies ;
tion which the author of this work has re
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no

Cured
Cocoa
;
Shells
;
Chocolate
;
by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
Fbr Sale or to I^et,
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use ceived from teachers of distinction, the Pub tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
M__ n
A CONVENIENT and well
any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
lisher
has
great
confidence
in
presenting
it
to
to
all
persons
interested
in
said
estate,
by
BURLEIGH SMART.
«k /li finished two story dwelling
count or on account of the town, as he will of invalids.
the
attention
of
teachers,
school
committees,
causing a copy of this order to be published
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
eplynav no bill for their support.
and all interested in the cause of education. in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken Inn IL house, 30 by 40, with a. barn,
J AMES WARREN.
chaise and wood house, situated
For
sale,
at
the
Publisher
’
s
prices,
by
the
~
GRAVE STONES..
~
nebunk in said county, three weeks succes
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
D. REMICH.
sively, that they may appear at a Probate at Kennebunk Landing, nearly opposite
THE subscriber would inform the inhabit dozen or single copy, by
Kennebunk, Feb. 4,1837.
Court to be holden at Saco in said county, on Messrs. Bourne & Kingsbury’s. F«rJyr“,er
of Kennebunk and vicinity, that
Albums & Children’s Books. he willants
DAVID Lil1LE.
the first Monday in March next, at ten of the particulars apply to
furnish the above articles at Kenne
Kennebunk Landing, Feb. 3,1837.
ECTORAL BALSAM—or Cough Drops clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
LOT of ALBUMS, different sizes, with bunk and Wells, on as reasonable terms as
—an excellent article for coughs and they have, why the prayer of said petition
and without plates—some of them ele can be purchased elsewhere.
Porto Rico Sugar.
colds—warranted to relieve any recent cough
S. P. BRADBURY.
should not be,granted.
UST received by the subscriber a quanti
gantly bound.
from
a
common
cold
and
to
mitigate
those
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
N.
B.
All
orders
left
with
L
evi
P.
H
il

A very large assortment of CHILDREN’S
ty of PORTO RICO SUGAR, at wA true copy—Attest,
BOOKS—from one cent to one dollar each. lard, Kennebunk, or Moses Morrill, of a consumptive character. For sale by
duced prices.—Also RAISINS.^ L()RD
W
m
.
C
uttar
A
llen
,
Register.
B.
SMART.
Wells, will be promptly attended to.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Feb. 11.
Kennebunk, Jan. 7,1837.
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1836.
ep6m.
Kennebunk, Feb. IQ, 1837.
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